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 My bios is locked. but i have downloaded the flash zip file of P3K. i was trying to change my bios setting to 2.0 but it is not
letting me, and wont give me the option. Please help me. Hi, Yes, in 4.3 you have to download the flash file for Bios P3k

unlock. After you download it, You need to flash it. As for old P3k models, you can try to flash it. But be careful, some bios can
hurt your mobo. And now I have a problem with the 2nd HDD. I can't change the partitions. It says something like: Select the

HDD you want to use: Select the partition to be changed: Are you sure that your 2nd HDD is the C drive and the first partition is
the D drive? Is that the right HDD number? If you can choose, the first partition should be C: and the second partition should be

D:. But I can't understand what you have in mind. With all the help I have gotten in this forum and the help of a few of your
mods here I was able to get most of my wireless cards working. I now have two specific cards and need help. 1. Intel 3945

wireless card The default 802.11G Intel WiFi card worked perfectly. I used it on both my laptops and the PC I am using at work
and it worked flawlessly. Now I am trying to setup a mobile card. I got an HSUPA SurfAir USB adapter (USB to PCMCIA
adapter), installed it on the PC I was working on, it picked it up (tried it on my other laptop too), and it worked. In Network

Manager, I set it to get an IP address automatically, and it does. I then changed the settings in Wireless Network Connection to
use a different network. It shows this as a HSDPA connection. After rebooting the laptop and logging on, I get an error saying

"No LAN devices were found. If you have just installed a new card, please reconnect the computer to your network. Does
anyone know what to do? 2. The Belkin N300 This card came with my PC. The driver is a windows driver for a wireless

adapter. The card worked fine. I installed it on my laptop as well. 82157476af
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